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SMELL AND CONNECT

DESCRIPTION

Scent and conversation story cards - Original 6 Collection consists of six distinct scent cards with key words and talking points on the back of each card.

Each pack contains two cards of each smell. Each scent card can be used many times provided the scent sticker is pressed firmly into place at the end of each individual or small group session.

APPLICATION

Smell is the sense with the closest connections to the emotional and memory centres of our brain.

Recall memories through a shared experience using Smell & Connect cards

PURCHASING INFORMATION

Exclusive to deFiddesign

Contact: deFiddesign  
Tel: (08) 9386 9733 
Web: dfdesign.com.au

Disclaimer: This information is a guide only. Alzheimer’s WA Ltd does not endorse any of the manufacturers, suppliers or the use of any of the products featured. It is recommended that an assessment be sought from the Independent Living Centre or an Aged Care Assessment Team prior to purchasing Assistive Technology. Revised 7/11/18